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Abstract: This paper studies the resilience of the agricultural sector compared to eight other sectors
of the Greek economy. The analysis is based on a multilevel methodological framework aiming
to integrate equilibrium and evolutionary approaches by incorporating temporal (recovery and
adaptability), geographical (regional resilience), and sectorial (industrial resilience) aspects, quantified
concerning the 2008 economic crisis. Within this composite context, resilience is measured on GVA
data according to a dual-axis: horizontally, in terms of measuring the recovering time or the time
of transition to a new state of functionality due to a shock, and vertically, in terms of capturing the
variability caused by the shock, approximating the system’s adaptability. The analysis shows that the
agricultural sector in Greece is generally resilient; although, it has not retained its pre-crisis maximum
performance, and it has the smallest Gross Value Added magnitude and the most uneven distribution
across the regional dimension. Overall, the analysis promotes the methodological conceptualization
of regional resilience and provides insights into the case study of the structural analysis of the Greek
rural economy.

Keywords: rural economy; regional economy; economic crisis; Theil index decomposition; shift-
share analysis

1. Introduction

The agricultural sector in the European Union has (EU) faced various transformations
in the context of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), which aims to improve the
competitiveness of European agriculture in a globalized context. Toward the demand of
competitiveness improvement, the agricultural sector must create value for producers, drive
into the production of goods fulfilling the expectations of the customers, and contribute to
the wider targets of the community, such as the livability of rural places and the preservation
of the environment and the ecosystems [1–4]. Especially for the most developed countries,
although it does not account for a large proportion of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
the agricultural sector still comes with great direct and indirect benefits, both at the farm
(microeconomic), and local and national (macroeconomic) levels [5]. A thriving agricultural
sector also contributes to the social development of countries, as it ensures the supply
of basic nutrients to the citizens and promotes the social cohesion targets by keeping the
rural parts of countries alive [6–9]. Following its importance in the production set of the
regional and national economies, the agricultural sector should be simultaneously stable,
adaptive, and dynamic enough to ensure an active role towards regional and economic
development [8–11]. This requirement interprets that the agricultural sector should be
both equipped with quality structural (labor quality, specialization, high capital, level of
technology, etc.) and functional (adaptability, self-organization, innovation, etc.) properties,
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to provide a major developmental factor in the complex configuration of the national
and regional economy [12–14]. Within this context, recent research conceptualizing the
complex setting of the modern economies [15–19], has brought into the light the new
concept of economic resilience, which describes the capacity of an economic system to
respond to shocks (disturbances), and withstand or recover or shift to a new state of
functionality, if necessary, by undergoing adaptive changes to their structures and social
and institutional arrangements [17]. Economic resilience is a complex concept consisting
of diverse conceptualizations, such as geographical, structural or industrial, engineering,
ecological, and dynamic, each expressing an aspect of complexity ruling an economic
system. As current economic resilience enjoys fertile research, this paper tries to serve
the demand of integrating diverse methodological aspects, and particularly to study the
resilience of the agricultural sector in Greece to the 2008 economic crisis that considerably
affected the dynamics of the national and regional economies of the country. Due to
the complexity describing the framework of economic resilience, the paper has a double
contribution: in methodological terms, it concerns studying economic resilience within
an integrated context, by considering in common its industrial, regional (geographical),
equilibrium, and evolutionary conceptual dimensions. This is undertaken by applying a
multilevel analysis incorporating sectorial and regional divisions of the Greek economy
and by comparing pre- and post-crisis performance about recovery time (to coordinate
into an equilibrium rationale) and variability (to coordinate into an evolutionary rationale).
The analysis builds on data of Gross Added Value and the Relative Workers Income. In
empirical terms, the paper’s contribution regards providing a novel case study of the Greek
agricultural sector’s resilience, which has not been previously studied for the country
described by certain handicaps of the primary sector and a disproportional specialization
in the tertiary sector.

2. Literature Review
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where xi is the observed values and x  is the mean of the dataset. The Theil index ranges 
between the interval 0 ≤ Τ ≤ lnn (where n is the number of cases), indicating equality in 
cases close to zero and perfect inequality in cases close to lnn [14]. A useful property of 
Theil’s index regards its ability to decompose into components when the available dataset 
can be divided into groups. In that case, the Theil index can decompose into a within (Tw) 
and a between (Tb) component, according to the relation: 
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The conceptual framework of resilience

Although this concept of resilience has been previously used in various disciplines,
such as physics (mechanics), ecology, biology, and psychology, it was just recently conceived
in diverse aspects, grown, and broadly established within the context of regional science and
economic geography [17]. This property is the so-called economic resilience [13,15,17,20],
which, according to the authors of [17], is conceived as

“the capacity of a regional or local economy to withstand or recover from market, com-
petitive, and environmental shocks to its developmental growth path, if necessary by
undergoing adaptive changes to its economic structures and its social and institutional
arrangements, to maintain or restore its previous developmental path, or transit to a new
sustainable path characterized by a fuller and more productive use of its physical, human
and environmental resources.”

In conceptual terms, resilience is composed of five main dimensions necessary to fully
understand its complex nature, in any specific spatiotemporal context [17]: the shock (the
origin of a disturbance), the system’s vulnerability (sensitivity to shocks), resistance (the
initial economic impact of the shock), robustness (adaptability to shocks), and recoverability
(the ability to recover into the initial conditions). In epistemological terms, economic
resilience is mainly studied through a two-dimensional context [17,18], the equilibrium and
evolutionary approaches, which, although are conceptually discrete, appear interrelated [18]
within the context of the symbiotic relation describing a system’s structure (expressed in
terms of multiplex equilibria) and functionality (expressed in temporal and evolutionary
terms). In particular, equilibrium approaches conceive resilience either as an engineering
process (engineering resilience), driving a system into a pre-existing equilibrium [13,19–21],
or as an ecological process (ecological resilience), driving the system towards a new state of
functionality [13,18,20]. On the other hand, evolutionary approaches conceive resilience
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within a dynamic context, as a property of continuous adaptation to ongoing changing
conditions [13,17,18].

Within this context of polyphony [13,15,17,18,22], resilience is generally conceived
as an intrinsic property of economic systems during their interaction with any (either
internal or external) disturbances (shocks) and is defined within a complex context of
its accompanying impacts, attributes, and determinants [13,17]. The authors of [18] note
the importance of the shock’s time emergence for the definition and identification of
resilience, driving into the configuration of two time periods (stages): the recession (or
impact/downturn), and the recovery (or rebound/adaptation) phase. This conceptualization
requires the specification of a meaningful “reference” period against which the impact
of a shock can be measured, compared, and evaluated [17]. Moreover, proposing an
interregional conceptualization, such as considering subnational differences in the study of
resilience, is rather effective to drive better-targeted policies [18]. Toward this direction, the
authors of [17] note that

“the notion of resilience is highly pertinent for analyzing how regions and localities react
to and recover from shocks, and thence for understanding the role such shocks might play
in shaping the spatial dynamics of economic growth and development over time.”
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Regional Resilience

The high compatibility of resilience in the regional and local economic research port-
folio has caused an increasing interest in this concept of regional and urban science [17].
For instance, the authors of [23] examined the vulnerability and resilience of three coastal
communities in the Solomon Islands, between January and May 2009, and found that social
processes (community cohesion, good leadership, and individual support to collective
action) were critical in influencing the perception that people had about their community’s
ability to build resilience and cope with change. The work of [13] examined the resilience
of seven municipalities of the southeast of Bahia (Brazil) to the cocoa crisis of the 1990s and
showed that low land-use diversification makes the system low resilience. The authors
of [24] examined the resilience of the EU regions to the 2008 economic crisis (period under
consideration: 2008–2012) and found that the degree and nature of regional urbanization
and specialization are important drivers of the resilience of EU regions. The work of [25]
assessed the resilience of the Greek regions (NUTS 2) and prefectures (NUTS) to the 2008
economic crisis and found that metropolitan areas and regions based on manufacturing
activities appeared more vulnerable compared to those with tourism specialization. The
authors of [21] examined the role of cities as sources of regional resilience in Europe,
for the period 1990–2011, and found that the quality of production, the level of external
connectivity in cooperation networks, and the quality of urban infrastructure equipped
cities and their hosting regions with greater economic resilience. The work of [26] exam-
ined the impact of the 2008 economic crisis on Greek urban economies (over the period
2011–2013), based on spatial econometric techniques applied to socio-economic, demo-
graphic, and policy variables configured at the municipal level. The authors found the
impact heterogeneous, with the best pre-crisis performers (mainly urban-driven growth
economies) being less resilient compared to lagging regions, and that domestic sectors
(such as agriculture and tourism) contributed to the unemployment’s improvement. The
work of [27] studied the determinants of firms’ resilience in the Eastern Europe’s regions
during the period 2007–2011 based on employment change and found that firms of Eastern
EU countries were more resilient, in terms of structural transformations, initial conditions,
firms’ characteristics and capabilities, and spatial characteristics and irregularities of their
broader environment. The authors of [28] examined the resilience of major UK regions to
four major recessions of the past half-century (1974–76, 1979–83, 1990–93, and 2008–10),
based on employment, and found, first, both continuities and significant changes in the
regional impact of recession from one economic cycle to the next, and secondly that “region-
specific” or “competitiveness” appeared to have played an equally, if not more, significant
role on the resistance and recoverability of certain regions. The work of [29], using a 3D
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methodology applied (both on GDP and employment data) to selected European countries,
examined regional economic resilience of European regions to several economic shocks
since the early 1990s. The analysis highlighted that the 2008 economic crisis was not a
single, but a series of closely connected events that amounted to a major economic shock.
The authors of [30] studied, within an evolutionary framework, the capacity of European
regions’ economies to develop new industrial specializations due to the 2008 economic
crisis, on GDP data from the period 2004–2012. The analysis revealed diversity in the ability
to develop new post-crisis industrial paths and introduced a typology of two resilience
profiles, one describing regions that maintained medium/high entry levels after the shock
(type A), and a second one describing regions that transited from low/medium entry levels
to high entry levels after the shock (Type B). The work of [18] studied the impact and its
underlying factors of the 2008 crisis on local labor markets, using econometric analysis, on
annual data on pre- and post-crisis employment, and found a significant effect on regional
resilience of the initial economic conditions, human capital, age structure, urbanization,
and geography. The authors of [31] examined the resilience of British cities to the last
four major economic shocks for the period 1971–2015 and found a distinct shift in the
relation between resistance and recovery between these shocks, as well as major differences
between northern and southern cities. Finally, the work of [22] examined the economic
resilience of local industrial embeddedness of UK regions (NUTS2) to the 2008 financial
crisis on data from the period 2000–2010, and found that embeddedness initially had a
positive effect on resilience, whereas afterward it led to negative resilience effects.
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Structural (industrial or sectorial) resilience: the case of agriculture

The continuously increasing natural and environmental destructions, in conjunction
with the worldwide economic crisis, highlight the importance of resilience within the
context of the regional economy, where various conceptual components such as the demo-
graphic composition of the population, regional policy and governance, and the sector-
based structure of the productivity system are taken into consideration [32]. As is evident,
resilience builds on a rather complex conceptual framework, due to the complexity ruling
the norms and other conditions describing the functionality of economic systems. Due to
complexity, some conditions are definitive for the conceptual framework where resilience
is studied. For instance, when the number of economic systems is plural and each system
is considered as a segment of a broader unified market with certain geographical reference
(regardless of the scale: international, national, regional, or lower), then resilience is studied
within the framework of regional science and is conceived as regional resilience [17,20,21,25].
However, when a geographical subdivision is not available or does not matter as much
as the economic performance of a system does, then resilience is conceived as economic
resilience of the total system [17,18]. More specifically, in cases when the sectorial structure
of an economic system is more important than the geographical aspect, then resilience
is conceived as structural (or industrial or sectorial) resilience [9,17,33,34]; although, a
geographical reference (usually at the national level, where sectorial information is by
default available) is always included. Therefore, following the overall conceptualization
of resilience [17,18], the sectorial resilience is a property describing the elasticity of an eco-
nomic system’s industrial (or production) sector to respond to (either internal or external)
disturbances (shocks), resulting in recovering (bounce-back) the pre-shocks or shifting to
new states of functionality. The importance of sectorial resilience is related to the sectorial
specialization of an economy, and the existence of a resilient sector may provide a pillar of
economic growth and development in times of economic slumps [9,35]. Within the context
that the development of a resilient agricultural sector is a default requirement of the EU and
the ultimate goal of the CAP [1–4], a profound consideration of the agricultural resilience is
crucial and calls for thorough research, despite the limited (compared to what is expected
according to the basic importance of the agricultural goods) sector’s contribution to the
GDP. This is because agriculture is by default a fundamental sector coming with great
direct and indirect microeconomic and macroeconomic benefits for all economies [5].
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Towards this requirement, several papers studied the resilience of the agricultural
sector in times of economic recessions, either by examining the development trends of the
reference sector or by comparing it with other economic sectors. The studies that evaluate
the resilience of the agricultural sector on par with other sectors mainly rely on indicators
of output, value, and employment [10,36–39]. For instance, at a subnational level, the
authors of [40] investigated the resilience of rural, intermediate, and urban OECD regions
in the 2008 economic crisis (for the periods 1995–2007 and 2007–2011), and found that rural
remote and urban regions were more vulnerable than the intermediate and rural regions
close to a city and that the capital metro regions had been hit harder by the crisis. At
the national level, the work of [33] examined the economic resilience of the agricultural
sector (including industries), on Lithuanian empirical data from the period 2004–2017,
using a custom derivative indicator counting volatility of revenues, and found that the
sector was increasing up to 2015 due to accession into the EU, whilst afterward the sector’s
resilience showed an incline towards more profitable, but considerably more risky export
markets. The authors of [34] examined the economic resilience of the agri-food sector
in Mexico within a context of four conceptual dimensions: investments, vulnerability,
product quality and information, and local economy, on data extracted from questionnaire-
based research conducted in the context of the eighth Mexican rural census in 2007. The
analysis, being an evaluation about the effectiveness of the current Mexican Agriculture,
Livestock, and Forestry Census, provided insights into four areas of improvement for
agricultural development policies, namely, profitability, market stability, safety networks,
and product quality and information. From another perspective, the work of [41] examined
the resilience of the agricultural sector in Zambia to drought and flood shocks, on data from
the period 2010–2015, using a skew-normal regression approach. The analysis showed that
economic diversification is a strategy to increase agricultural productivity and mitigate the
adverse impact of droughts and floods on agricultural households. Next, the authors of [42]
examined the economic resilience of Austrian agriculture during the period 1995–2019,
by considering a selection of indicators of financial flexibility, stability in following the
development path, diversification of activities, and diversification of export markets, and
found that the agricultural sector in the country is quite resilient and forgiving of shocks.
Finally, the authors of [9] studied the Lithuanian agricultural resilience within a three-
dimensional context consisting of the production of food at affordable prices, assurance
of farm viability, and provision of employment opportunities with a decent income for
agricultural workers, on data from the period 2012–2019. The results showed that the
overall level of Lithuanian agricultural resilience had declined, where the most evident
negative changes were observed in the economic viability of farms, while the most robust
levels related to the ability to provide local food at affordable prices.
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Measurement of resilience

As is evident by the previous short review, research in economic resilience is fruitful
but simultaneously suffers from a high level of complexity [19,43,44] in terms of definition,
modeling, and measurement. As the authors of [17] observe, “ . . . yet there is no generally
accepted methodology for how the concept should be operationalized and measured empirically . . . ”
and “ . . . there is as yet no theory of regional economic resilience . . . ”, “ . . . and relatively little
discussion of how the notion relates to other concepts such as uneven regional development, regional
competitiveness, regional path dependence . . . ”. For instance, engineering is typically mea-
sured by the speed of returning to equilibrium, whereas ecological resilience is by the force
required before the structural characteristics of a system’s change become immanent [17,18].
For measuring resilience, [25] highlight the importance of capturing (i) changes due to a
shock, ceteris paribus of the system’s structure and functionality; and (ii) the degree at
which a system can create, sustain, or reorganize its capacity to learn and adapt. Towards
an attempt of review, the authors of [17] observed that literature approaches measuring
regional economic resilience can divide into four categories: (i) Case study based approaches,
including mainly narrative studies of simple descriptive data, interviews with key actors,
and interrogation of policies; (ii) Resilience indices, regarding singular, composite, and
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comparative measures of (relative) resistance and recovery, using key system variables of
interest; (iii) Statistical time series models, which study the time evolution of the system and
estimate the time duration for the shock’s impact to dissipate; and (iv) Causal structural
models, which embed resilience in regional economic models, examining counterfactual
scenarios of where the system would have been in the absence of a shock. Despite the
methodology, some other dimensions also contribute to the observed diversity in the mea-
suring of resilience [17,18], mainly concerning the configuration of the dataset on which
resilience is computed. One dimension regards the time configuration of the shock, where
the 2008 economic crisis enjoys most of the research interest [24,25,30]; although, there
are some studies [28,29,31] that considered more than one past economic crises. Another
dimension regards the time range of the examined period, varying from 1974–2015 [28],
1971 to 2015 [31], 2004–2012 [30], 1990–2015 [29], 2000–2010 [22], etc. A third dimension
is the regional configuration of the system, which can be either international [24,40], na-
tional [25,28,31], regional [13], or even lower. Another dimension concerns the attribute
of the dataset, measured in terms of various factors such as structural characteristics of
the economy [23,26], GDP [20,21,24,29,30,40], GVA [31], employment [20,22,28,29], and
demographic factors [25,45]. As the authors of [29] note, the attribute on which resilience
is examined is determinative for the outcome of the study, and they demonstrated that
the use of GDP compared to employment provided moderately different outcomes for
regional economic resilience of European regions. The authors of [18] suggest using la-
bor market data (employment, unemployment) than production output measures (GDP,
GVA) due to their better availability and reliability at lower geographical levels, for which
output measures calculation has been criticized. However, production outputs remain in
the literature among the most popular variables for the measurement of resilience, along
with employment and unemployment levels, and the modeling choices for an optimum
approximation of resilience remain an open debate.
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Economic resilience and agriculture in Greece

Within the blossomed framework in the definition, measurement, and empirical re-
search of this notion, the establishment of a resilient sector necessitates deep knowledge of
the structural, functional, and geographical norms ruling the regional economic systems.
This direction becomes particularly important for the agricultural sector, not only as an in-
stitutional requirement addressed by the EU’s policies, but also as a social demand towards
the inequalities convergence and sustainable regional development [12,14]. Especially for
the countries that lagged in the industrialization of their economy, the development of
a resilient agricultural sector may become a pillar of stability towards regional develop-
ment [14], since agriculture is immanent in the technological coefficients of many horizontal
connections with other sectors [11], and therefore it determines the form and rate of eco-
nomic development to a certain extent [12]. In Greece, the effort towards the country’s
industrialization caused a fast decline of the agricultural sector and its contribution to
the national economy [14,46]. In particular, while the agricultural specialization of Greece
in 1950 counted 28% of the total GDP, its contribution shrunk in 3% in 2010 [46]. The
structure of the Greek agricultural sector is generally poor because of the plethora of small
and multi-fragmented farms, the low availability of irrigated agricultural land, and the
disproportionally great active labor force of the sector [12], which for a considerable number
(4 out of the 13) of regions in the country ranges between 20% and 30% of total regional
employment [47]. In conjunction with the mixed mountainous and insular landscape,
the inadequate infrastructure, the insufficient vocational training, the large percentage of
aged farmers, and the ineffective trade of agricultural products, the Greek agricultural
specialization is deficient compared to almost all other European and Mediterranean coun-
tries [12,14,46]. The regional specialization of the agricultural sector in the last decade
in Greece ranges on average (95% confidence interval) from 11 to 14.5%, whereas for the
secondary sector it is 16.5–24%, and for the tertiary sector it is 63.5–70% [14]. Moreover,
the country has a considerable specialization in tourism, ranging from 15 to 20% of the
Gross National Product [48]. In terms of resilience to the economic crisis, [25] applied
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pre- and after-crisis comparisons to a set of socio-demographic, economic, and welfare
variables for the Greek regions, and found that regions specialized in tourism appeared
more resistant, while metropolitan regions based on manufacturing appeared more vulner-
able. On a further approach, the authors of [49] found that the recent 2008 economic crisis
further intensified regional inequalities in Greece, by strengthening the prominent role of
the Athens metropolitan region in the development map of the country and advancing
regions with higher specialization in tradable and export-oriented sectors. As is evident
by the previous information, the resilience profile of Greece seems to be more a matter of
the disproportionally tertiary specialization, with an emphasis on tourism, of the country
compared to the other production sectors. The overall geomorphological, infrastructure,
and functional handicaps of the country, discriminate Greece as an interesting case study
for the development of a resilient agricultural sector [12], toward the EU’s institutional
requirements and the social demand into the inequalities convergence and sustainable
regional development.

3. Methodological Framework

This paper studies the Greek agricultural sector’s resilience to the global economic
crisis, according to a multilevel methodological framework shown in Figure 1. The method-
ological framework consists of several parts: (i) one conceptual (label: C), including the
conceptual components on which the analysis is conceived; (ii) one empirical dealing with
the variables’ (label: V) configuration; (iii) one including the quantitative methods (label: M)
used for the analysis; and (iv) a final one concerning the analysis (label: A) applied in this
study. As it can be observed, all parts of the methodological framework are interconnected,
supporting diverse aspects of the multilevel analysis applied to examine the complex phe-
nomenon of agricultural resilience in the best possible approximation. In particular, the first
conceptual part (C) illustrates the diverse pillars (C1, C2, and C3) composing the semantics
of the subject of the study. Based on this semantic decomposition, the agricultural resilience
in Greece has one dimension referring to its sectorial specialization in the agricultural sector
(C1), a second one concerning its intrinsic property (C2) to deal with disturbances, and the
third dimension concerning its geographical reference and configuration (C3). A pair-wise
consideration of these dimensions conceptually approximates, first, the industrial aspect
of resilience (by combining C1∪C2), and secondly, the regional resilience (by combining
C2∪C3), to conceive as spherical as possible the concept of resilience, as described in the in-
troduction. The first dimension of production specialization (C1) drives the structure of the
analysis (A) to decompose into two directions: the first is comparative (A1: between sectors
analysis), examining the agricultural sector in comparison with the major other sectors
of the Greek economy; and the second one is endoscopic applied within the agricultural
sector (A2). Therefore, this approach allows the study of the agricultural sector through a
double perspective: its internal (A2) and external (A1) environment, aiming to examine the
sector as spherically as possible (A1∪A2).

The second conceptual dimension (C2) conceives resilience as an intrinsic property.
Within the context of polyphony in the literature definitions of resilience, this paper tries to
conceptualize resilience both in equilibrium and evolutionary terms. This conceptualization
requires defining resilience on a dual-axis: first, horizontally (C21), in terms of measuring
the recovering time or the time of transition to a new state of functionality (C211) due
to a shock. This approach conceives either engineering (recovering time) or ecological
(transition time) resilience. In particular, measurements of recovering time within the
available time interval (2008–2017) illustrate an engineering resilience performance, where
longer time interprets lower resilience. If the system either does not recover or shifts
to another state of functionality, the transition time is measured instead, illustrating a
performance of ecological resilience. Secondly, on a vertical consideration, we define
resilience in terms of capturing the variability (C22) caused by the shock, approximating
thus the system’s evolutionary resilience expressed as ability to adapt. In this approach,
higher variability interprets less ability to resist and lower adaptability (evolutionary
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resilience). Provided that, for a production sector, variability may concern either its time
evolution or its inequalities among its spatial (regional) units, variability also decomposes
into a pair of concordant components: a temporal (C221) and an interregional (C222). This
decomposition also drives the structure of the analysis into a double consideration; the first
applies to the national (A11), and the second one to the interregional level (A21). Finally,
the third conceptual dimension (C3) of the methodological framework incorporates the
geographical aspect, providing an empirical specialization (C31) of agricultural resilience
for the case of Greece.
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All conceptual dimensions (C1, C2, and C3) contribute to the configuration of the vari-
ables set (V) participating in the analysis. In particular, to measure the relative resilience
of the agricultural sector, we use sectorial, national, and regional data of the Gross Value
Added (GVA), normalized per labor unit (pLU). Among the various factors used in the liter-
ature in the study of resilience, such as GDP and aspects of productivity, employment [18],
and demographic factors [25,45], the GVA variable (V1) was chosen as a better proxy due
to its better productivity configuration compared to GDP and better income configura-
tion compared to employment, in conjunction with the data availability. In terms of data
availability, GVA is the only reliable productivity variable that is available from the Greek
Statistical Service [50] both in a sectorial and regional division, along with in a diachronic
(time-series) setting. In terms of configuration, GVA includes more specialized production
information than GDP does. In particular, while the definition of GDP also includes aspects
of consumption and government spending, the GVA is free of such information [14] and
therefore is preferable to GDP as a proxy of the actual regional production. Moreover,
GVA has a closer configuration to income information than employment does, allowing
thus constructing a framework of consistency to apply the analysis at the intra-sectorial
level (A2). The available GVA dataset refers to annual records of the period from 2000
to 2017, calculated in constant prices on the 2008-year basis. Additionally, the analysis
configures the Relative Workers Income (RWI) variable (V2), which is defined by the ratio
between Entrepreneurs and Employers Income and is extracted from the Hellenic Statistical
Service [50] database. To facilitate comparisons, the available variables are organized into
sectoral groups, according to the nine sectors shown in Table 1. The reference sector that is
used for this study is “Agriculture, forestry, and fishing” (Sector A). Finally, we configure
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the Recovery Time Resilience Indicator (RTSI) variable (V3), expressing the time of recover-
ing from the 2008 crisis and is defined by the years until to reach the least pre-crisis and
on-crisis difference. Smaller values of this variable imply a faster recovery and correspond
to a better resilience profile.

Table 1. The productive sectors that are considered in the analysis.

Code Description

Sector A Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

Sector B Mining and quarrying, manufacturing, electricity, gas, steam, air conditioning, and
water supply, sewerage, waste management, and remediation activities

Sector C Construction

Sector D Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles, transportation
and storage, accommodation, and food service activities

Sector E Financial and insurance activities

Sector F Information and communication

Sector H Professional, scientific and technical activities, and administrative and support
service activities

Sector I Public administration and defense, compulsory social security, education, human
health, and social work activities

Sector J
Arts, entertainment, recreation, other service activities, activities of households as
employers, undifferentiated goods and services-producing activities of households
for own use, and activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies

Source: [50].

To study the resilience of the Greek agricultural sector (Sector A) in a comprehensive
context, we apply a multilevel analysis (A) towards two sectorial (A1, A2) and two geo-
graphical levels; the national (A11) and the interregional (A12, A21) level. At the national
level (A11), the analysis applies to temporal and sectorial data, and no regional division
or segmentation is taken into account. Therefore, at this geographical level, the analysis
is applicable only for the inter-sectorial consideration (A1) and therefore computations
occur to 18 annual scores (from 2000 up to 2017) of the GVA (pLU) variable (V1). On the
other hand, at the interregional level (A12, A21), the analysis is applicable for both inter-
and intra-sectorial considerations (A1, A2), and thus the available GVA (pLU) variable (V1)
enjoys an additional regional configuration, including annual scores of the 13 NUTS II
regions of the Greek territory (Figure 2), for the period 2000–2017. Namely, at this level of
analysis, the available database has a panel-data configuration, including 18 annual data
tables referring to the period 2000–2017, where each panel is further organized to a regional
(Figure 2) and sectorial (Table 1) grouping. For the sake of standardization, the rows in
each panel correspond to regional units (NUTS II), whereas the columns correspond to
the available nine major sectors of the Greek economy. The purpose of this interregional
consideration (A12, A21) is to measure the resilience (to the extent it is expressed by data
variability and inequality) through a double aspect: first, to capture the variability along the
timeline and thus to measure the evolutionary aspect of resilience (C221) within a certain
regional unit; and, secondly, to capture the variability among the Greek regions and thus to
measure the regional aspect (C222) of agricultural resilience in a certain time reference.
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To implement the analysis, we employ a set of various methods (M), as shown in
Figure 1. In particular, the inter-sectoral analysis (A1) builds on measures of statistical
dispersion (M1) and inequalities (M2) and employs methods of statistical inference (M3)
and structural analysis (M4). At the national level (A11), where no regional division applies
to the data, the analysis builds on statistical testing (M3) of the comparison of means
between the pre- and post-crisis. Here, statistical equality between the pre-crisis (≤2008)
and on-crisis (>2008) grouping implies that the system recovers from the shock and reveals
an engineering aspect of resilience. On the contrary, a statistical difference indicates an
ecological process (transition to another state of functionality). At the interregional level
(A12), the analysis uses statistical testing (M3), but this time it is applied to variables edited
by computing the coefficient of variation—CV (M1), the Theil index (M2), and the shift-share
analysis. Provided that the coefficient of variation (M1) and the Theil index (M2) capture
statistical dispersion and inequalities, these measures are computed either on the temporal
or regional grouping (distribution) of the dataset and therefore their results eliminate one
(out of the two) groupings. Therefore, a statistical inference analysis on the data of the
remaining (out of the two) distributions per industry can perform as statistical testing of
either the temporal (when a measure is computed on regional data) or interregional (when
a measure is computed on temporal data) magnitude and variability (inequalities) among
the production sectors. According to this approach, statistical differences in the temporal
mean values of the interregional inequalities indicate diverse performance between sectors
in preserving interregional homogeneity along time, which can be seen as an evolutionary
aspect of regional resilience. On the other hand, statistical differences in the interregional
mean values of the temporal inequalities illustrate diverse performance between sectors in
equivalently sharing the resilient profiles across regions, which can be seen as an aspect of
regional distribution of resilience. Moreover, statistical inference on the shift-share analysis
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components (N, M, and S), which are computed on successive time differences for the
agricultural sector, can provide further insights due to the decomposition of the temporal
changes into a national (N), industrial mix (M), and local-share effect (S) component. Finally,
the intra-sectorial analysis (A2) is applicable at the interregional level (A21) and builds on
methods of statistical testing (M3) and structural association (M5). Here, statistical equality
between the pre-crisis (≤2008) and on-crisis (>2008) grouping can also reveal an aspect
of engineering or ecological resilience. The overall analysis aims to incorporate different
aspects (C1, C21, C221, C222, and C3) in the definition of resilience and thus to study this
property within an integrated structural (sectorial), geographical, and evolutionary context.
The particular quantitative methods [37,51–58] used to support the analysis are briefly
described at the following paragraphs.
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Methods of statistical dispersion (M1): The Coefficient of Variation

The coefficient of variation (CV), it is also known as the relative standard deviation, is
a measure of statistical dispersion that captures the amount of homogeneity in a dataset.
The coefficient is defined by the formula [56]:

CV =
√

var(x)/〈x〉, (1)

where
√

var(x) is the standard deviation and 〈x〉 is the mean value of the dataset. The CV
measures the extent to which the observed values relatively fluctuate around the sample
mean. In empirical terms, values of CV up to 10% (≤0.10) describe homogenous samples,
namely, datasets with a satisfactory concentration (variability) to the mean. On the other
hand, values of CV greater than 10% (>0.10) describe cases of heterogeneous samples, where
a considerable dispersion from the mean can be observed [56]. The CV is by definition a
unit-free (and therefore free of scale effects) coefficient because it is de-escalated by the
division of the average.
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Methods of inequalities measurement (M2): The Theil index

The Theil index is a measure of inequalities that belongs to the family of entropy
indices, which originates from physics and generally measures the disorder of a system’s
inner energy. The mathematical expression of the measure is defined as follows [53,57,58]:

T =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

xi
〈x〉 · ln

(
xi
〈x〉

)
, (2)

where xi is the observed values and 〈x〉 is the mean of the dataset. The Theil index ranges
between the interval 0 ≤ T ≤ lnn (where n is the number of cases), indicating equality in
cases close to zero and perfect inequality in cases close to lnn [14]. A useful property of
Theil’s index regards its ability to decompose into components when the available dataset
can be divided into groups. In that case, the Theil index can decompose into a within (Tw)
and a between (Tb) component, according to the relation:

T = [Tw] + [Tb] =

[
∑

i

xi
x

(
∑

j

xij

x
· ln(

xij/x
nij/n

)

)]
+

[
∑

i

(
xi
x
· ln( xi/x

ni/n
)

)]
, (3)

where

− T is the Theil index that is computed on the total (ungrouped) dataset, as defined by
relation (2);

− Tw is the within groups component capturing the share of the Theil’s index due to the
inequality within the groups;

− Tb is the between-groups component capturing the share of Theil’s index magnitude
due to the inequality between the groups;

− nij is the number of observation j of group i (nij = 1, and nij > 1 only if j is also
a group);
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− ni is the number of observations in group i;
− n is the number of (total) observations in all groups;
− xij is the observation belonging to the element j of group i; and
− x = ∑

i
∑
j

xij = nµ is the sum of all observations, across all groups.
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where 

Methods of statistical testing (M3): The independent-samples t-test

Except for the previous measures and indicators of variability and inequalities, the
analysis builds on statistical and empirical methods to extract information from the avail-
able data. Therefore, the independent-samples t-test is used to compare the means µα and µβ

(in 0.05 significance level) between two discrete groups defined from the same variable
X by using either an arithmetic (i.e., cutting point) or categorical grouping criterion. This
approach utilizes Levene’s test for the examination of the equality of variances between the
groups and produces separate results for unpooled and pooled variances that are valid
depending on their significance [55,56]. A visualization of this test can be achieved by
using error bars of 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the means. In general, 95% CIs are
computed by default in the tests, and the missing values are excluded pair-wisely, namely,
the algorithm keeps from test to test the max possible degrees of freedom to perform the
analysis [56].
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Methods of structural analysis (M4): The shift-share analysis (M4)

The shift-share analysis builds on the concept of decomposition, as the Theil index does,
which further allows the attainment of structural information due to a grouping [14,37].
However, instead of decomposing a quantity, a shift-share method is based on the decom-
position of differences expressing the change in an attribute, for a certain time. Within this
context, a shift-share analysis is a summative expression defined by the relation:

∆Xir(t1, to) = (Xir(t1)− Xir(to)) ≡ Rir(t1, to) =
= Nir(t1, to) + Mir(t1, to) + Sir(t1, to),

(4)

where Rir is the change in a quantity (attribute) X referring to sector i and region r between
time t = to and t = t1, component Nir is the so-called national growth effect that is defined by the
relation Nir = Xiro

[
Xnt
Xno

]
− Xiro and expresses the share of change in X that is attributed to

the total growth of the national economy, component Mir is the so-called industrial mix effect
that is defined by the relation Mir = Xiro

[
Xint
Xino
− Xnt

Xno

]
and expresses the share of change in

X that is attributed to the certain sectoral structure of the economy, and component Sir is the
so-called local-share effect that is defined by the relation Sir = Xirt − Xiro

Xint
Xino

and expresses
the share of change in X that is attributed to the regional influences of the economy. The
term Mir + Sir is also known as the shift component expressing any share of change that is
attributed to not the total growth of the national economy [14,37]. The shift-share analysis
is expected to provide added value to the analysis of this paper because it will interpret the
variability of changes in the GVA in terms of a (sectorial) spatio-economic grouping of the
available data.
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Methods of statistical association (M5): The correlation analysis

Finally, a correlation analysis based on Pearson’s bivariate coefficient of correlation is
applied to detect a linear association between the available variables (V1, V2, and V3). The
coefficient of correlation is defined by the ratio [55,56]:

rXY = (cov(X, Y))/
(√

var(X) ·
√

var(Y)
)

(5)

where cov(X,Y) is the covariance of variables X,Y, and
√

var(·) is the sample standard
deviations. Pearson’s coefficient of correlation ranges within the interval (−1,1) and detects
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linear relations when it reaches asymptotically |rXY| → 1 . A visualization of correlation
between variables is achieved by using scatterplots [55,56].

4. Results
4.1. Inter-Sectorial Analysis (A1) at the National Level (A11)

At the first step of the analysis, we examine the GVA (pLU) of the available Greek
sectors (Table 1) at the national levels. The results of the analysis are shown in the line
diagram of Figure 3, which illustrates the sectorial GVA (pLU) time-series of Greece for the
period 2000–2017, and in the error-bars of Figure 4, which illustrate a t-test for the equality
of means within each sector prior (≤2008) and on (>2008) the economic crisis. As can be
observed in Figure 3, the time evolution of the GVA (pLU) per sector in Greece shapes
a rather fluctuated picture. At this macroscopic level, some productive sectors seem to
perform better than others. In particular, Sector B (Energy resources) can be considered as
the sector with the best engineering resilience, since the pre-crisis (≤2008) maximum of its
time-series is recovered just one year after the economic crisis (in 2010). After 2010, the GVA
(pLU) of this sector kept growing, indicating an ecological process of resilience driving
the system to a higher state of functionality. Moreover, Sector E (Financial and insurance
activities) can be considered as a sector with engineering and ecological resilience because
not only does it succeed in recovering to the pre-crisis (≤2008) maximum (engineering
process) but it also moved to a state of higher functionality (ecological process). However,
all the other sectors did not succeed to recover to their pre-crisis functionality (lack of
engineering resilience) and they consequently moved to a new lower state (illustrating a
performance of “negative” ecological resilience). This is also the case of the agricultural
sector (Sector A), which did not succeed to recover to its pre-crisis functionality and it,
therefore, moved to a new state of lower functionality. Even worse, the agricultural sector
counts the minimum numerical values of GVA (pLU) in the period 2000–2017 compared
to the other sectors. Similarly, Sector H (Professional, scientific, and technical activities)
shows a minimum GVA (pLU) performance after 2013, and Sector C (Construction) has a
minimum in the year 2017.
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To further evaluate the effect of the economic crisis on the resilience of sectorial
productivity, we apply independent sample t-tests for the equality of means between
the pre- (≤2008) and on-crisis (>2008) groups per sector, as is shown in the error-bars of
Figure 4. In terms of average, sectors A (Agriculture, forestry, and fishing), C (Construction),
D (Trade, Transportation, and Tourism Services), and H (Professional, Scientific, Technical,
Administrative, and Support Services) cannot be considered resilient in engineering terms,
because they did not (statistically) recover to their pre-crisis average GVA (pLU) level
(functionality). At a glance, this result for the tourism sector (D) may appear contradictory
with the findings of [25,49], who observed that Greek regions specialized in tourism
appeared more resistant to the 2008 economic crisis. However, by considering the variability
as denoted by level error bars’ length, we can observe that the variability of sector D is
considerably small, illustrating an aspect of stability through time. These low levels of
variability interpret an evolutionary resilience profile for sector D, to the extent that low
variability implies a good resistance in changes through time and thus high levels of
adaptability. Within this context, the performance of sector D in Figure 4 is in line with the
findings of [25,49], who appear to highlight the sector’s evolutionary resilience, but are
also complementary because they provide insights into the lack of engineering resilience
of the tourism sector. Based on this double consideration that the error bars of Figure 4
can provide, sectors A, C, D, and H may lack engineering resilience but are equipped with
evolutionary resilience. Among these cases, sector A has the shortest error bars’ length,
illustrating a good evolutionary performance.

On the other hand, sectors E (Financial and insurance activities), F (Information and
communication), I (Public administration and social care), and J (Arts, entertainment,
recreation, other service activities) can be considered (in terms of average) as resilient in
engineering terms because their pre-crisis and on-crisis GVA (pLU) average are statistically
equal. However, the error bars of sectors E and F are of great variability, not allowing a safe
interpretation of their evolutionary performance without further consideration. According
to Figure 3, sector E shapes a high-fluctuated on-crisis picture, described by a sudden drop
in 2012 and a fast sequential recovery, implying a good performance of adaptability. On
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the other hand, F shows a successive decline after 2008 lying at similar levels of magni-
tude of the oldest pre-crisis levels. Except for the detected good engineering performance,
this picture describes a deficient performance of adaptability and thus evolutionary re-
silience. Compared to all cases, Sector B (Energy resources) can be overall considered as
the most resilient because: (i) its on-crisis average GVA (pLU) outperforms the concor-
dant pre-crisis score, illustrating both an engineering process (recovery to the previous
state of functionality) and an ecological process (shift to a state of higher functionality);
and (ii) is described by low levels of variability, related to a good evolutionary performance.
This observation illustrates the inelastic demand for energy of national economies [59,60],
showing an increasing trend regardless of the significant external shock caused by the
2008 economic crisis. Overall, this (two-step) inter-sectorial analysis provides insights into
considering, first, Sector B (Energy resources) as an overall most resilient sector, secondly,
sector E (Financial and insurance activities), F (Information and communication) as a case
of considerable engineering and ecological resilience, and, finally, sectors A, D, H, and J as
cases of evolutionary resilience.

4.2. Inter-Sectorial Analysis (A1) at the Interregional Level (A12)

In the second part, the analysis applies to variables with a regional (NUTS II) configu-
ration (Figure 2). At first, the sectorial GVA (pLU) time-series of Greece are examined at
their regional grouping, as shown in the line diagrams of Figure 5.

These diagrams appear rather fluctuated both along the timeline and across the re-
gional cases, making their interpretation rather complex and necessitating further analysis.
This observation highlights the methodological requirement of this paper to measure secto-
rial resilience through a double temporal (within a certain regional unit and throughout
a period) and geographical (within a certain time reference and across different regions)
aspect. Despite their high level of complexity, these diagrams (Figure 5) can provide prime
insights into a considerable interregional homogeneity (as denoted by small variability cap-
tured across regions) of sectors C, I, and secondarily E and J (see nomenclature in Table 1).
In terms of temporal variability (approximating an aspect of evolutionary resilience), a
picture of small fluctuations along the time-axis can be observed for sectors B, J, and A.

To evaluate whether the average performance differs between the period before
(≤2008) and after (>2008) the economic crisis, for each sector (i = 1, . . . , 9) and region
(j = 1, . . . , 13), we apply an Independent Samples t-test for the comparison of means. The
results of the analysis are shown in Table 2, where we can observe that: (i) Sector A counts
two regions (j = 8, and 12) with statistically different means between the pre-crisis and
on-crisis period; (ii) Sector B counts nine (j = 1–4, 6, and 10–13) regions; (iii) Sector C counts
all thirteen (j = 1–12) regions; (iv) Sector D counts nine (j = 1–7, and 9–10) regions; (v) Sector
E counts eleven (j = 1, 3–6, and 8–13) regions; (vi) Sector F counts six (j = 1, 3–4, 6, 10, and 11)
regions; (vii) Sector H counts eleven (j = 1–2, 4–6, and 7–13); (viii) Sector I does not count
any case; and (ix) Sector J counts three (j = 1, 3, and 8) regions. According to the conceptual
framework of the study: (i) a significant positive statistical difference in the GVA (pLU)
means ∆µ = µ≥2008 − µ<2008, between the pre-crisis (≤2008) and on-crisis (>2008) period,
can reveal aspects of engineering (ability to recover from a shock) and positive ecological
(transition to a higher level of functionality) resilience of a system; (ii) a significant negative
statistical difference can be seen as an aspect of negative ecological resilience (i.e., implying
that the system shifts to a state of lower functionality due to the disturbance); and (iii) an
insignificant statistical difference can be seen as an aspect of engineering resilience (the
systems recover to their previous state of functionality). Within this context, the results of
the Independent Samples t-tests imply: (i) that the most engineering and ecological resilient
sectors are E, with 11/13 positively significant (positive ecological resilience) and 2/13
insignificant (engineering resilience) differences, and B, with 9/13 positively significant
(positive ecological resilience) and 4/13 insignificant (engineering resilience) differences;
and (ii) that the most engineering resilient sectors are I, with 13/13 insignificant differences,
A, with 11/13 insignificant differences, and J, with 10/13 insignificant differences.
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Table 2. Significant variables 1,2 of the Independent Samples t-test applied for the mean GVA (pLU)
differences ∆µ = µ≥2008–µ<2008, per sector (i = SEC.A:SEC.J) and region (j = 1:13) 3.

Region SECTOR
A

SECTOR
B

SECTOR
C

SECTOR
D

SECTOR
E

SECTOR
F

SECTOR
H

SECTOR
I

SECTOR
J

1 SEC.B.1 SEC.C.1 SEC.D.1 SEC.E.1 SEC.F.1 SEC.H.1 SEC.J.1
2 SEC.B.2 SEC.C.2 SEC.D.2 SEC.H.2
3 SEC.B.3 SEC.C.3 SEC.D.3 SEC.E.3 SEC.F.3 SEC.J.3
4 SEC.B.4 SEC.C.4 SEC.D.4 SEC.E.4 SEC.F.4 SEC.H.4
5 SEC.C.5 SEC.D.5 SEC.E.5 SEC.H.5
6 SEC.B.6 SEC.C.6 SEC.D.6 SEC.E.6 SEC.F.6
7 SEC.C.7 SEC.D.7 SEC.H.7
8 SEC.A.8 SEC.C.8 SEC.E.8 SEC.H.8 SEC.J.8
9 SEC.C.9 SEC.D.9 SEC.E.9 SEC.H.9

10 SEC.B.10 SEC.C.10 SEC.E.10 SEC.F.10 SEC.H.10
11 SEC.B.11 SEC.C.11 SEC.D.11 SEC.E.11 SEC.F.11 SEC.H.11
12 SEC.A.12 SEC.B.12 SEC.C.12 SEC.E.12 SEC.H.12
13 SEC.B.13 SEC.C.13 SEC.E.13 SEC.H.13

1 At 0.05 level of significance; 2 Full numerical results are shown in the Appendix A (Table A1); 3 Negative
differences are shown in red and positive in green color.

For a more in-depth analysis, we compute the coefficient of variation (CV) and the
Theil index, to evaluate the level of variability and inequalities of the GVA (pLU) per sector.
In particular, we perform the calculations per sector on a double basis. On the one hand, we
compute these measures across annual data (of GVA (pLU), which produce one measure per
region (CVr, Tr, r = 1, 2, . . . , 13), for a sector. On the other hand, we compute these measures
across the regional data, which produce one measure per year (CVt, Tt, t = 2000, 2001, . . . ,
2017), for a sector. This two-dimensional approach allows t-tests for the equality of the
means of the CV and the Theil index among the sectorial variables to be applied, and thus
the homogeneity level in each sector to be evaluated, both along the regional (geographical)
and temporal (time, across annual data) dimensions. The results of this analysis are shown
in Figure 6, where it can first be observed from the first two figures (Figure 6a,b) that
sectors C, E, F, and H have on average statistically greater annual inequalities (as denoted
by the numerical values in the horizontal axes) among the Greek regions than the other
sectors. To the extent that high inequalities (or variability) can be seen as an aspect of low
evolutionary resilience for a system, this result interprets that sectors A, B, D, I, and J are
the most evolutionary resilient ones. In terms of interregional inequalities (Figure 6c,d),
sectors A, B, F, and H have on average statistically greater interregional inequalities (on an
annual basis) than the other sectors. This result concordantly interprets that sectors C, D, E,
I, and J can be considered as the most homogeneous in terms of their regional configuration
through time (which can be loosely seen as an aspect of regional resilience).
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Next, Figure 7 shows the results of the Theil index decomposition into within (Tw) and
between (Tb) groups components. This analysis configures all available GVA (pLU) scores
into annual groups (g1 = 2000, g2 = 2001, . . . , g18 = 2017) and then calculates the within
and between groups variability according to Theil’s decomposition process. As it can be
observed, for sectors C, E, and H, the share in the Theil index’s configuration is mainly due
to the inequalities between, rather than within, the groups. These inequalities are related to
the variability caused by the time evolution of the GVA (pLU) rather than the variability
caused by the interregional differentiation. On the other hand, for sectors A, B, D, F, I, and J,
the share in the Theil index’s configuration is mainly due to the inequalities within, rather
than between, the groups, implying that the major data variability is configured by the
interregional rather than the temporal inequalities. This part of the analysis reveals that
sectors A and B are the most resilient through time but very unevenly distributed in their
geographical configuration, whereas Sector C is the least resilient through time but the
most evenly distributed in their geographical configuration, as is also evident by the line
diagrams in Figure 5.
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At the final part of the analysis, the available GVA (pLU) scores are analyzed by using
a shift-share analysis, aiming to interpret the variability of the GVA (pLU) changes in
terms of the spatio-economic structure of the available data. By computing the shift-share
components Nir(t,t + 1), Mir(t,t + 1), and Sir(t,t + 1), for all available regions r = 1, . . . , 13,
sectors i = 1, . . . , 9, and time steps t = 2000, . . . , 2016, we apply independent sample t-tests
for the equality of means, to evaluate the pre- (≤2008) and on-crisis (>2008) performance
of the regions, for the N, M, and S components of the agricultural sector (A). The results
of the analysis are shown in Figure 8, and are arranged into triplet groups (N, M, and S)r
per region r = 1, . . . , 13. As it can be observed, for all the available cases, no statistically
significant difference between the pre- and on-crisis performance of the regional shift-
share components appears, which implies that it cannot be statistically concluded that
the economic crisis significantly affected the magnitude of the national, industrial mix,
and differential effects in the share of changes in the GVA (pLU). This observation implies
that the national, sectorial, and interregional configuration in the GVA (pLU) structure of
Greece was insignificantly affected by the 2008 economic crisis. However, the variability
(as expressed by the CIs length) that is observed in the on-crisis period (>2008) appears
considerably lower, implying a trend of that period’s temporal inequalities (and thus of the
national, sectorial, and interregional configuration in the GVA (pLU) structure) to converge.
Overall, the analysis applied at the interregional level provided insights into the temporal
and sectorial dimension of the regional resilience of the Greek sectors’ productivity, as is
expressed by the GVA (pLU) per labor variable. This composite approach allows capturing
different aspects of regional resilience incorporating different aspects of its geographical
configuration and thus evaluating the geographical and temporal dynamics of this property.

4.3. Intra-Sectorial Analysis (A2) at the Interregional Level (A21)

In this part analysis, we examine the Relative Workers Income (RWI) in the agricultural
sector, which is defined by the ratio of the workers’ to the employers’ income (both referring
to Sector A). The RWI expresses the proportion of the workers’ to the employers’ income
(essentially, it describes how well-paid the workers in each region are, relative to their
employers), and thus it can be seen as an indicator of the level of “quality” of the workers’
contribution to the agricultural configuration of the regional economy. The available RWI
data concern annual records of the period 2000–2017, per region, and are measured in euros
(EUR). The analysis consists of three parts: in the first, we evaluate the relevance between
RWI and their corresponding GVA variables of the Greek regions for the agricultural
sector, by applying a Pearson’s bivariate correlation analysis [55,56]; in the second part, we
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correlate the temporal RWI average with the Recovery Time Resilience Indicator (RTSI);
and in the third part, we examine the effect of crisis to the regional RWI configuration.
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The results of the correlation analysis between the RSI and GVA variables are shown
in Table 3. As it can be observed, at the national level (first row), the RWI is highly
correlated (>0.7) with the GVA variable, implying that the patterns of variability between
these two variables are relevant. This relevance describes that in more profitable years,
where the GVA in agriculture is higher, workers are likely more to also enjoy higher
shares of income (relatively to their employers) than other years. This correlation can
illustrate the effect of workers’ income on national productivity, but this relation is not
linear. Moreover, significant correlations between RWI and GVA are observed for the
regions of East Macedonia and Thrace, Central Macedonia, West Greece, South Aegean,
and Crete, illustrating a considerable relevance between workers income and regional
productivity. Especially for the insular region of South Aegean, the correlation is higher
than the national score. Provided that tourism is a basic sector in this region [14], this result
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provides insights into the cooperativeness between the agricultural and tourism sectors and
implies that tourism specialization can promote agricultural production into higher worker
incomes, complying with relevant findings [25,49] stating the better resilience profiles of
regions that are more specialized to tourism.

Table 3. Pairwise correlations between diachronic variables (2000–2017) of the Relative Workers
Income and Gross Value Added (both for the agricultural sector), configured at the national level and
for the 13 Greek regions.

Region (NUTS II) Variable
X

Variable
Y

Pearson
Correlation

Sig.
(2-Tailed) N

Greece RWI.GR GVA.GR 0.744 ** 0.000

18

East Macedonia & Thrace RWI.01 GVA.01 0.502 * 0.034
Central Macedonia RWI.02 GVA.02 0.625 ** 0.006

West Macedonia RWI.03 GVA.03 −0.109 0.667
Thessaly RWI.04 GVA.04 0.114 0.652
Epirus RWI.05 GVA.05 −0.061 0.809

Ionian Islands RWI.06 GVA.06 −0.013 0.960
West Greece RWI.07 GVA.07 0.680 ** 0.002

Central Greece RWI.08 GVA.08 −0.250 0.318
Peloponnesus RWI.09 GVA.09 0.085 0.738

Attica RWI.10 GVA.10 0.057 0.824
North Aegean RWI.11 GVA.11 −0.164 0.515
South Aegean RWI.12 GVA.12 0.842 ** 0.000

Crete RWI.13 GVA.13 0.711 ** 0.001
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); Cases
shown in bold font imply significant correlations.

Next, Figure 9 shows the correlation between the temporal average RWI and the RTSI
(defined as the number of years after 2008 until to reach the least pre-crisis and on-crisis
difference). To the extent that RTSI can be seen as an engineering resilience indicator, this
correlation analysis can provide insights based on the “production quality” of the agricul-
tural sector (RWI). By considering the means per variable, we can divide the correlation
panel into quadrants, pair-wisely expressing the profile (LL = low RWI, low RTSI, LH = low
RWI, high RTSI, etc.) of each region. As it can be observed, the regions belonging to the best
performance quadrant (LH) are the North Aegean (REG.11) and South Aegean (REG.12),
which have a small recovery time and a high proportion of the workers’ income. Within
the context that these regions are the two components of the geographical department of
the Aegean Sea, which is the most developed region in tourism [14], their LH performance
provides more evidence into the cooperativeness between the agricultural and tourism sec-
tors that was previously observed. On the other hand, the regions belonging to the lowest
performance quadrant (HL) are East Macedonia and Thrace (REG.01), Thessaly (REG.04),
Ionian Islands (REG.06), West Greece (REG.07), Peloponnesus (REG.09), and Crete (REG.13),
which have high recovery time and low proportion of the workers’ income. Finally, the
regions belonging to the moderate performance quadrants (LL, and HH) are the regions of
central mainland Greece. Overall, this analysis shows that the relationship between RWI
and RTSI (as an aspect of engineering resilience) is interestingly geographically driven.
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Finally, we apply Independent Samples t-tests for the comparison of means of the
RWI variable between the pre- (≤2008) and on-crisis (>2008) groups. The results are
shown in Figure 10, where it can be observed that only regions 5 (Epirus) and 8 (Central
Greece) did not significantly change their averages due to the crisis. To the extent that
insignificant statistical differences (about the economic crisis) can be seen as aspects of
engineering resilience and significant differences as an aspect of ecological (positive or
negative) resilience, the results of these t-tests imply that the engineering resilience of the
agricultural sector is rather low across the regions since only 2/13 do not significantly
change their mean RWI due to the crisis. Moreover, this result complies with the findings
of Figure 6c,d describing that, although Sector A appears resilient in evolutionary terms, it
is very unevenly distributed in its geographical configuration.
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5. Discussion 
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5. Discussion

Based on the previous literature review and analysis, economic resilience is undoubt-
edly a composite concept inheriting a high level of complexity describing spatial–economic
systems. One dimension of such complexity regards the economic configuration of a sys-
tem, driving into the industrial conceptualization of resilience. Another dimension regards
the geographical partition of the system, driving into a regional specialization (or reference)
of resilience. Another dimension concerns the performance of the economic or regional
system over time, thus conceptualizing resilience either as an engineering, ecological, or
evolutionary process. Within this complex framework, to approximate economic resilience
as spherically as possible, this paper focused on the resilience of the agriculture in Greece
(which, for decades, been a developing sector of the country) to the 2008 economic crisis and
applied a multilevel analysis at different industrial (inter-sectorial and intra-sectorial) and
geographical (national, interregional) levels, and by using various measures and methods
to capture diverse conceptualizations of resilience. In particular, the engineering aspect
of resilience, which describes the potential of the system to recover to its previous state of
functionality, was measured in terms of recovering time to the pre-crisis average and in
terms of statistically examining pre-crisis (≤2008) and on-crisis (>2008) differences. The
ecological aspect of resilience, which describes the process driving a system to a new state
of (higher or lower) functionality, was conceived in terms of statistical differences between
the pre-crisis (µ≤2008) and on-crisis (µ>2008) averages. Positive differences (∆µ > 0) indicate
that the system moves to a higher state of functionality, illustrating an engineering mecha-
nism. On the other hand, negative differences (∆µ < 0) indicate that the system moves to
a state of lower functionality, illustrating an ecological process. Finally, the evolutionary
aspect of resilience, which describes the adaptability of a system to continuously changing
conditions, was conceived in terms of variability observed through time, where low cases
are seen as aspects of good evolutionary resilience.

This multilevel approach applies in an attempt to approximate as spherically as
possible and to highlight the importance of an integrated conceptualization of economic
resilience. However, some limitations are also inevitably applicable in this study, mainly
concerning modeling restrictions. A first limitation regards the data origin, which is
inevitably determinative to the representativeness of the system described. The authors
of [29] noted that the attribute on which resilience is examined is determinative for the
outcome of the study, and demonstrated the differences that may occur between the use
of GDP and employment in the empirical framework of European regions. Although we
provide documentation for using the GVA as a better proxy in this study, the using in
the intra-sectorial analysis (A21) of additional variables related to employment, which is
considered by many researchers as a reliable attribute for measuring resilience [18], is an
attempt to further overcome (or counterbalance) this limitation. Another limitation regards
the acceptance of normality in the sample distributions of the data for the hypotheses
testing methods [56] that apply in this study. Although this limitation is conditionally
for these methods, the configuration of the multilevel framework consisting of various
methodological approaches employing a synthetic outcome is an attempt to counterbalance
this and other similar restrictions. Within this context, the analysis was applied toward
three directions, one inter-sectorial (A1) at the national level (A11), one inter-sectorial (A1)
at the interregional level (A12), and one intra-sectorial (A2) at the interregional level (A21).
The results of the overall multilevel analysis are summarized in Table 4 and are organized
by the conceptual aspects (engineering, ecological, and evolutionary) of resilience and the
industrial structure of Greece taken into consideration.
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Table 4. Summary table with the resilience profiles extracted from the inter-sectorial and intra-
sectorial analysis.
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Sector A 9 9 84.6% 15.4% 9.69%
Sector B 3 3 30.8% 69.2% 11.69%
Sector C 7 4 100.0% 8.06%
Sector D 5 6 30.8% 69.2% 34.11% 65.89%
Sector E 1 2 15.4% 84.6% 36.72%
Sector F 2 1 53.8% 46.2%
Sector H 8 8 15.4% 84.6%
Sector I 4 5 100.0% 70.13% 29.87%
Sector J 6 7 23.1% 76.9% 29.01% 70.99%

LEGEND
Positive
negative

1. Grading based on regional proportion

2. Grading based on inequalities
measurement

First, the inter-sectorial analysis (A1) at the national level (A11) showed that the agri-
cultural sector (A) lacks engineering resilience to the 2008 economic crisis, leading to a
state of lower functionality (as the majority of sectors in Greece). This undesirable perfor-
mance worsens, even taking into account that the sector ranks last in the GVA (pLU) levels,
compared to the other sectors. However, one positive aspect about the performance of the
agricultural sector in Greece concerns its low levels of temporal variability, describing a
profile of evolutionary resilience. This result interprets agriculture in Greece as a production
sector of notable adaptability through time, addressing, thus, avenues for investments and
development under low risk. Within an inter-sectorial context, the analysis showed first
that sector B overall enjoys (in all three aspects: engineering, ecological, and evolutionary)
good performance of resilience, probably highlighting the inelastic national demand for
energy. Secondly, it showed that sector E enjoys a considerably good performance of
resilience (in two aspects: engineering and ecological), which is probably related to the
potential of financial and insurance activities to grow in uncertain times. A similar, but
more specialized, picture is also shaped by the inter-sectoral analysis (A1) at the interre-
gional level (A12), which first verifies the agricultural sector’s ecological and evolutionary
resilience profile observed at the national scale. However, this analysis shows, in more
detail, that 84.6% of the Greek regional configuration of the agricultural sector is described
by engineering resilience and that the national lack of engineering resilience (as observed
in the previous analysis) in the agricultural sector is a matter of a 15.4% of regions with
a dominant performance. In inter-sectorial terms, this analysis also verifies the leading
resilience performance of sector B, and provides further insights into considering sectors D,
E, I, and J as sectors of considerable regional resilience. Finally, the intra-sectorial analysis
(A2) at the interregional level (A21) highlighted (in line with the previous findings): (i) the
negative ecological profile of the agricultural sector, as a result, more of regional inequal-
ities than temporal variability; (ii) a promising evolutionary profile of resilience for the
sector; (iii) the cooperativeness between the agricultural and tourism sectors as a promising
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developmental avenue; and (iv) revealed geographical trends in the configuration of the
engineering performance of the Greek regions in agriculture.

According to the previous analysis, the agricultural sector in Greece appears adaptable
over time but considerably poor in absolute terms and insufficient to recover to the past
levels of higher prosperity. This overall picture is probably a result of the geomorphological,
infrastructure, and functional handicaps of the country, some major issues are (but are
not constrained to): (i) the considerably low share of arable and (ii) irrigated per capita
land, (iii) the constraint variability of cultivations, and (iv) the low level of technological
integration in the agricultural productivity [12,14]. Towards an attempt to upgrade the
lagging resilience profile (mainly concerning the engineering and ecological aspects) of the
agricultural sector in Greece, agricultural policies should apply into a double-axis: (i) first,
towards improving the share of agriculture in the national economy; and (ii) secondly,
into the reduction in the regional inequalities in agricultural productivity and income.
Towards the first axis, good practices that can be extracted from the literature, may—among
others—concern: (i) merging of arable land to provide benefits of cost reduction and
economies of scale [14]; (ii) motivating the employment of labor of high-level qualification
and a relatively youthful population [18]; (iii) a further restructuring of crops and the
successful marketing of products [46]; (iv) supporting microeconomic economy (family and
neighborhood) [25] and local industries [22], to enhance household economic resilience [41];
and (v) promoting land-use diversification as an instrument of risk splintering [13,41]. Next,
policies towards the second axis may—among others—regard: (i) investments for enlarging
irrigated cultivations [12,14]; (ii) upgrading technological support of cultivations [14];
(iii) bottom-up oriented (place-based instead of across space) regional policies [26] with
emphasis on small-scale localized activities [25], local agricultural industries, and local
industrial strategies [22]; and (iv) increase in agricultural productivity of less developed
regions to improve their competitive advantage [12].

6. Conclusions

This paper is built on a multilevel quantitative framework of statistical and decompo-
sition techniques to examine the level at which the agricultural (compared to eight other
sectors) sector of the Greek economy was resilient through time. To this end, the economic
resilience was conceptualized within a three-dimensional framework composed of a tem-
poral, geographical, and sectorial (operational) dimension and was quantified within the
context of the engineering, ecological, evolutionary, industrial, and regional aspects of
resilience that are available in the literature, with regard to the 2008 economic crisis. In
this multidimensional context, economic resilience was measured in terms of recovering
time to pre-crisis maxima (providing insights into engineering processes), of statistical
testing differences between the pre-crisis and on-crisis averages (providing insights into
engineering and ecological processes), and calculating the variability (providing insights
into evolutionary processes), on data referring to the Gross Value Added variable (pLU)
that were organized per sector, region, and annual basis. The analysis showed that the
agricultural sector (A) in Greece lacks engineering resilience because it did not recover to
its maximum pre-crisis performance and moved to a state of lower functionality, expressing
a negative ecological resilience profile. Moreover, in terms of the numerical scale, Sector A
was described by the least numerical GVA (pLU) values, verifying the relevant literature
about the poor dynamics of agriculture in Greece. Moreover, the analysis revealed that the
geographical configuration of Sector A across regions is very unevenly distributed, high-
lighting that a major deficiency is the spatial asymmetry of its developmental dynamics.
However, a positive aspect of the performance of the Greek agricultural sector regards its
low levels of temporal variability, describing a profile of evolutionary resilience, which
interprets agriculture in Greece as a production sector of notable adaptability. Finally,
the analysis illustrated the cooperativeness between the agricultural and tourism sectors,
providing insights into considering this relationship as a promising developmental avenue,
along with avenues of regional development building on encouraging investments and de-
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veloping economies of agglomeration and scale, for the agricultural sector. The multilevel
consideration of this paper introduces (but is not restricted to) avenues of further research;
one towards a further quantitative or methodological integration of the diverse ecologi-
cal, engineering, evolutionary aspects of resilience; another towards including additional
sectors for examining their industrial resilience; one towards studying whether sectorial
structure may correlate with the diverse ecological, engineering, evolutionary aspects of
resilience; and another towards studying whether geographical properties may correlate
with these diverse aspects of resilience. Overall, the analysis provided insights both into
the methodological conceptualization and management of regional resilience and the case
study of the structural analysis of the regional rural economy of Greece.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Results 1,2 of the Independent Samples t-test for the mean GVA (pLU) differences ∆µ =
µ≥2008 − µ<2008, per sector (i = SEC.A:SEC.J) and region (j = 1:13).

Levene’s Test for
Equality of Variances t-Test for Equality of Means

F 3 Sig. 4 t df
Sig.

(2-Tailed)

Mean
Difference

(∆µ)

Std. Error
of

Difference

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference

Lower Upper

Equal variances assumed

SEC.A.12 2.234 0.154 −6.444 16 0.000 −7315.03 1135.17 −9721.48 −4908.58

SEC.B.1 3.982 0.063 4.925 16 0.000 9874.76 2004.87 5624.62 14,124.90
SEC.B.2 1.032 0.325 7.835 16 0.000 16,253.14 2074.31 11,855.80 20,650.49
SEC.B.4 2.191 0.158 4.813 16 0.000 43,107.54 8955.75 24,122.19 62,092.89

SEC.B.10 0.004 0.952 5.172 16 0.000 16,965.8 3280.54 10,011.3 23,920.2
SEC.B.13 0.106 0.749 3.590 16 0.002 5725.46 1595.01 2344.19 9106.73

SEC.C.1 0.069 0.796 −4.321 16 0.001 −12,200.49 2823.76 −18,186.60 −6214.39
SEC.C.2 1.541 0.232 −4.181 16 0.001 −13,605.16 3254.31 −20,503.99 −6706.34
SEC.C.3 0.198 0.662 −3.779 16 0.002 −10,909.71 2887.24 −17,030.38 −4789.04
SEC.C.4 0.559 0.466 −4.436 16 0.000 −12,939.97 2917.02 −19,123.77 −6756.15
SEC.C.5 0.377 0.548 −3.873 16 0.001 −10,443.40 2696.43 −16,159.57 −4727.23
SEC.C.6 0.725 0.407 −3.690 16 0.002 −12,316.85 3337.56 −19,392.16 −5241.54
SEC.C.7 0.022 0.883 −3.838 16 0.001 −12,251.68 3191.80 −19,018.00 −5485.37
SEC.C.8 0.002 0.966 −4.712 16 0.000 −13,911.13 2952.41 −20,169.95 −7652.30
SEC.C.9 0.407 0.532 −3.451 16 0.003 −10,417.94 3018.44 −16,816.74 −4019.13

SEC.C.10 0.918 0.352 −3.913 16 0.001 −16,139.06 4124.42 −24,882.44 −7395.68
SEC.C.11 0.614 0.445 −3.433 16 0.003 −9351.98 2723.80 −15,126.18 −3577.79
SEC.C.12 0.090 0.769 −3.485 16 0.003 −10,414.39 2988.31 −16,749.32 −4079.47
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Table A1. Cont.

Levene’s Test for
Equality of Variances t-Test for Equality of Means

F 3 Sig. 4 t df
Sig.

(2-Tailed)

Mean
Difference

(∆µ)

Std. Error
of

Difference

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference

Lower Upper

SEC.C.13 0.008 0.929 −4.419 16 0.000 −14,075.50 3185.03 −20,827.46 −7323.55

SEC.D.1 0.614 0.445 −2.769 16 0.014 −4567.39 1649.63 −8064.46 −1070.33
SEC.D.2 0.006 0.942 −2.235 16 0.040 −2744.38 1227.69 −5346.96 −141.80
SEC.D.3 0.035 0.853 −4.650 16 0.000 −5886.23 1265.82 −8569.64 −3202.82
SEC.D.4 0.375 0.549 −4.070 16 0.001 −5480.67 1346.76 −8335.66 −2625.68
SEC.D.5 0.258 0.618 −3.405 16 0.004 −5141.09 1510.03 −8342.21 −1939.97
SEC.D.6 0.168 0.688 −4.715 16 0.000 −8787.64 1863.79 −12,738.69 −4836.59
SEC.D.7 0.002 0.962 −2.920 16 0.010 −4467.47 1530.02 −7710.97 −1223.97
SEC.D.9 0.204 0.658 −3.074 16 0.007 −5201.92 1692.18 −8789.17 −1614.67

SEC.D.11 0.432 0.520 −2.381 16 0.030 −6886.42 2892.47 −13,018.19 −754.65

SEC.E.1 1.668 0.215 2.305 16 0.035 12,243.32 5312.10 982.16 23,504.47
SEC.E.3 0.284 0.601 3.940 16 0.001 25,964.04 6589.29 11,995.36 39,932.71
SEC.E.4 0.323 0.577 3.041 16 0.008 19,255.19 6331.19 5833.67 32,676.71
SEC.E.5 0.009 0.927 2.642 16 0.018 21,988.15 8323.11 4343.94 39,632.36
SEC.E.6 0.429 0.522 3.061 16 0.007 16,925.92 5529.76 5203.35 28,648.49
SEC.E.8 2.422 0.139 2.449 16 0.026 10,017.49 4091.10 1344.74 18,690.24
SEC.E.9 0.204 0.657 3.289 16 0.005 16,715.02 5081.50 5942.71 27,487.32

SEC.E.10 1.511 0.237 3.431 16 0.003 22,734.52 6626.09 8687.83 36,781.21
SEC.E.11 2.078 0.169 2.867 16 0.011 14,474.37 5047.84 3773.42 25,175.32
SEC.E.12 1.456 0.245 2.904 16 0.010 20,502.43 7060.60 5534.63 35,470.22
SEC.E.13 0.733 0.405 3.635 16 0.002 24,036.21 6612.66 10,017.99 38,054.43

SEC.F.1 2.212 0.156 −4.569 16 0.000 −21,521.74 4710.16 −31,506.84 −11,536.64
SEC.F.3 0.777 0.391 −4.349 16 0.000 −44,437.74 10,217.30 −66,097.45 −22,778.03
SEC.F.4 0.237 0.633 −3.719 16 0.002 −19,286.54 5186.43 −30,281.28 −8291.80
SEC.F.6 0.989 0.335 −3.313 16 0.004 −18,824.37 5681.80 −30,869.24 −6779.50

SEC.F.10 0.774 0.392 −4.737 16 0.000 −28,052.94 5921.90 −40,606.81 −15,499.07
SEC.F.11 0.577 0.459 −5.225 16 0.000 −27,380.38 5240.67 −38,490.11 −16,270.64

SEC.H.1 2.830 0.112 −4.447 16 0.000 −11,071.05 2489.69 −16,348.95 −5793.16
SEC.H.2 0.168 0.688 −4.556 16 0.000 −7205.82 1581.53 −10,558.50 −3853.14
SEC.H.4 0.771 0.393 −6.937 16 0.000 −11,030.62 1590.03 −14,401.33 −7659.91
SEC.H.5 0.008 0.930 −3.244 16 0.005 −6780.53 2089.98 −11,211.10 −2349.97
SEC.H.7 0.457 0.509 −3.938 16 0.001 −4042.87 1026.72 −6219.42 −1866.33
SEC.H.8 0.315 0.582 −5.423 16 0.000 −10,609.81 1956.40 −14,757.19 −6462.43
SEC.H.9 2.795 0.114 −3.159 16 0.006 −8375.91 2651.32 −13,996.46 −2755.36

SEC.H.10 0.015 0.904 −2.296 16 0.036 −9935.03 4326.92 −19,107.68 −762.37
SEC.H.11 0.395 0.538 −3.332 16 0.004 −9325.54 2798.73 −15,258.57 −3392.50
SEC.H.12 1.664 0.215 −3.235 16 0.005 −4993.58 1543.76 −8266.21 −1720.96
SEC.H.13 0.137 0.716 −5.564 16 0.000 −8382.55 1506.64 −11,576.50 −5188.61

SEC.J.1 1.538 0.233 −2.368 16 0.031 −3402.50 1437.01 −6448.84 −356.17
SEC.J.3 1.491 0.240 −4.288 16 0.001 −12,068.62 2814.51 −18,035.12 −6102.13
SEC.J.8 0.100 0.756 −3.831 16 0.001 −6562.35 1712.88 −10,193.49 −2931.21

Equal variances not assumed

SEC.A.8 n/a 5 n/a 5 −4.986 8.855 0.001 −6465.68 1296.75 −9406.46 −3524.90

SEC.B.3 n/a 5 n/a 5 6.724 10.857 0.000 10,108.40 1503.30 6794.35 13,422.45
SEC.B.6 n/a 5 n/a 5 3.587 9.583 0.005 4874.58 1358.99 1828.59 7920.56

SEC.B.11 n/a 5 n/a 5 3.410 10.993 0.006 7944.93 2329.76 2816.79 13,073.07
SEC.B.12 n/a 5 n/a 5 4.454 10.290 0.001 10,510.85 2360.09 5272.23 15,749.46

1 0.05 level of significance; 2 Only significant results are shown; 3 F-statistic of the Levene’s test; 4 Significance of
the Levene’s test; 5 Not available cases chosen by rejecting the equal variances tests.
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